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Department ofSystem Science, University of California, Los Angeles* 
The family of (n, k)-bounded pushdown store automata is equivalent to its 
quasirealtime subfamily, for all n and k. In the course of the proof, a standard 
form theorem is established for nonterminal bounded context-free grammars 
and a specialized result is obtained for one-counter languages. 
A general one-way nondeterministic machine is allowed to make an 
unlimited number of moves without advancing the input tape; it can compute 
in its finite state control or on one or more input tapes without consulting 
or changing the input tape. Such transitions (called e-rules or e-moves) 
introduce possible infinite loops in which a machine never completes a given 
computation because it cannot reach the end of its input tape. I f  there 
is a fixed finite bound on the number of e-moves a machine can make before 
blocking or advancing its input tape, the machine is called "quasirealtime." 
A quasirealtime machine must always either block or complete a computation; 
it can never loop for any input. For a given family of one-way nondeter- 
ministic acceptors (such as the dFd of Ginsburg and Greibach (1969) and 
the INBA of Hopcroft and Ullman (1967)), it is thus a question of some 
significance whether the quasirealtime subfamily suffices, i.e., whether every 
language defined by the family can be accepted by a quasirealtime machine. 
The family of Turing acceptors is obviously not equivalent o its quasi- 
realtime subfamily since members of the latter accept only recursive sets. 
Indeed, the family of languages accepted by quasirealtime Turing acceptors 
is interesting in its own right, with an attractive algebraic characterization 
(Book and Greibach, 1970); upon its time complexity hinges an important 
question in complexity theory (Book, 1972). 
*Part of this manuscript was written in 1973 while the author was visiting the 
Computer Science Department, IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown 
Heights, N. Y. 
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A standard form theorem for context-free grammars, which eliminates 
left-recursive loops, shows that any context-free language can be recognized 
by a one-state pushdown store automaton which not only is quasirealtime 
but in fact has no e-rules (such a machine is called e-free) (Greibach, 1965). 
It was later observed that this property holds not just for pushdown store 
acceptors; any family of one-way nondeterministic a ceptors defining the 
family of context-free languages must be equivalent o its quasirealtime 
subfamily (Greibach, Ginsburg, and Goldstine, 1973). On the other hand, 
there are families of restricted pushdown store machines for which the 
quasirealtime subfamily is strictly less powerful than the full family (Greibach, 
1972). Thus it is reasonable to ask whether a "standard form theorem" 
holds for any particular subfamily of context-free languages. 
Various subfamilies of the context-free languages have been extensively 
studied, such as the one-counter languages (Boasson, 1971), linear context- 
free languages, nonterminal bounded languages (Banerji, 1963), and quasi- 
rational anguages (Nivat, 1967; Yntema, 1967). A doubly infinite hierarchy 
of families of context-free languages was introduced by Greibach (1969) 
representing a generalization of both the concepts of one-counter and of 
linear context-free languages. These families were defined by placing 
restrictions on the behavior of pushdown store acceptors. A one-counter 
acceptor can be considered a pushdown store automaton whose store belongs 
to a bounded regular set of dimension one (of. Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966a); 
a linear context-free language can be accepted by a pushdown store which 
makes at most one turn (changes from adding to erasing mode at most once) 
per computation (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966b). In Greibaeh (1969), an (n, k)- 
bounded pushdown store acceptor was defined as a pushdown store acceptor 
whose store forms a bounded regular set of dimension and which makes 
at most k turns between reinitializations of the store. 
The family ~W~,~ of languages accepted by (n, k)-bounded pushdown 
store acceptors was shown by Greibach (1969) to enjoy many of the properties 
of the family of context-free languages. In this paper we show another such 
property; the family of (n, k)-bounded pushdown store acceptors i equivalent 
to its quasirealtime subfamily. Combined with a result of Greibach, Ginsburg, 
and Goldstine (1973), this shows that any family of one-way nondeter- 
ministic acceptors defining ~,~ is equivalent to its quasirealtime subfamily. 
Thus a "standard form theorem" holds in a very strong way for each Sn, k . 
In fact, for h-turn bounded languages we shall proceed by proving a special 
variant of the original standard form theorem for the corresponding 
grammars. 
Our approach in this paper is algebraic rather than machine oriented. 
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Instead of building equivalent quasirealtime machines for G-q°~,~, we shall 
establish a particular property, called "erasability" for special languages 
Ln,~ in d~,1~. Before proceeding along these lines, we need some technical 
results. 
DEFINITION- 1.1. A semidFL is a family of languages containing at least 
one nonempty language and closed under intersection with regular sets, 
union, inverse homomorphism, and nonerasing homomorphism. 1 A full 
semidFL is a semiAFL closed under homomorphism. An AFL is a semiAFL 
closed under concatenation and Kleene +;  a full AFL  is an AFL closed 
under homomorphism. 
DEFINITION 1.2. For a language L, -~(L) (respectively, ~(L) ,  ~-(L), 
~(L))  is the least semiAFL (resp., full semiAFL, AFL, full AFL) containing 
L and is called the principal semiAFL (resp., full semiAFL, AFL, full AFL) 
generated by L. 
DEFINITION" 1.3. If  dd(LU{e})=~(L) ,  then L is m-erasable. I f  
~(L  w {e}) ~ ~(L),  then L is erasable. 
The standard form theorem for context-free languages combined with 
the Chomsky-Schiitzenberger theorem shows that the family of context-free 
languages is the least semiAFL containing the Dyck set on two letters, 
which is an re:erasable language. 
For each n, k we consider a language L~.z ~ , a subset of a Dyck set, such 
that ~(L~,e) is the family of languages accepted by quasirealtime (n, k)- 
bounded pushdown store acceptors and ~(Ln .~)= ~,1~. Thus our task 
will be to show £(Ln.e) = ~(L~,~), i.e., Ln.7: erasable. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let d = {a 1 ,..., an} and X = {al ,..., G} be matched 
vocabularies. The relation E is the equivaIence relation defined by a~iEe 
for 1 ~ i ~< n and uvExy whenever uEx and vEy. For w ~ (A u A)*, let 
/z(w) ~ y if y is the smallest word such that ~vEy. 
It is well known that/z(w) is always uniquely defined for each w in (A u A)* 
(cf. Chomsky, 1962). We are interested in words w such that wee when 
A = {a, b} and  d = {~, ~}. 
DEFINITION 1.5. For a word w, let Init(w) = {x'L3y, w = xy} and for 
a language L, let Init(L) = I,)~L Init(w). 
1 For a language L, L* is the semigroup under concatenation generated by L with 
identity e; L + = LL*. A homomorphism h is nonerasing if h(w) v~ e whenever w 4= e. 
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Notation. We shall use JU to stand for the set of all integers greater 
than or equal to 1 and let co be an abstract symbol used to signal the absence 
of a restriction. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let R~ = {a, b, d,/~}* and H~ = {a, b}*. For n ~ JV', 
let R~ = ({a, b}*{d, ~}*)~ and H~ = (a'b*) r for n = 2r and H~ = (a*b*)~a *
for n = 2r + 1. For  n, k ~.Ar ~3 {~o}, letL~.7~ = {w ~ R~ I/z(w) = e,/~(x) E H~ 
for all x in Init(w)}. 
The languageLo,~ is one way of writing the Dyck set or one-sided cancelling 
language on two letters. 
I t  was shown by Greibach (1969) that ~,~ = ~'(Ln.~). The same 
techniques (or, alternatively, methods developed by Ginsburg and Greibach 
(1970)) can be used to show that ~-(L~,k) is the family of languages accepted 
by quasirealtime (n, k)-bounded pushdown store acceptors. Thus what 
we must do is to show L,,,~ erasable. Now an m-erasable language is always 
erasable although an erasable context-free language may not be m-erasable 
(Greibach, 1972). Thus we shall concentrate on the stronger esult, showing 
that each L~,~ is m-erasable. 
In Section 2 we shall develop a special variant of the standard form 
theorem for nonterminal bounded languages and use that to show Lo~,~ to be 
m-erasable for all h in d/" u {co}. In Section 3 we shall show that L1, ~ is 
m-erasable by first limiting erasing of a's and then of d's. In Section 4 we 
shall prove the desired result for L~.7~ with n EM r .  
We shall treat the h-turn bounded case by connecting JCt'(L~d~) with 
nonterminal bounded context-free grammars. To get our notation clear, 
let us repeat some familiar definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A context-freegrammar is a quadruple G = (V, 2, P, S), 
where V is a finite vocabulary, 27 C V is the set of terminal symbols, V - -  27 
is the set of nonterminal symbols or variables, S ~ V -- ~ is the initial symbol, 
and P is a finite subset of (V - -  Z)  × V*. I f  (Z, y) is in P, we write Z --~ y 
and let uZv ~a uyv for all u, v E V*. We let *~a be the transitive reflexive 
extension of ~c  • The language generated by G is L(G) = {w ~.27" ] S *~ a w}; 
we call L(G) a context-free language. 
When the grammar G is understood, we use =~ or N instead of ~a  
or ~a.  We call u 1 =~ u2 =~ "'" ~ u~ a derivation of length n - -  1. I f  each 
step expands the leftmost nonterminal, it is a left-to-right derivation. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a context-free grammar. We 
say that G is in standard 2-form if all rules of P are of the forms S --~ e, Z ~ a, 
Z--~ aY  and Z -+ aYW for Z ~ V -- Z, a ~ Z, and Y, W ~ V -- Z -- {S}. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let G = (V ,Z ,P ,S ) .  A nonterminal Z is called 
left-linear if whenever Z ~ w, then w e Z*(V L; {e}). Let I be the set of 
left-linear nonterminals. Let h 0 and h s be homomorphisms given by hb(a ) = 
h,(a) = e for a ~ Z, hb(Z) = Z for Z ~ V -- Z, h~(Z) = e for Z ~ I, and 
ks(Z) = Z for Z E V --  I - -  Z. Then G is nonterminal bounded of rank k 
if whenever S ~ w, [ ho(w)l -~ k, and in this case L(G) is a nonterminal 
bounded language 2 (of rank k). I f  whenever S *~ w, then ]hs(w)] ~ k, 
G is semibounded of rank k. 
Thus if G is nonterminal bounded of rank k, the initial symbol S cannot 
generate a word containing more than k nonterminals while if G is merely 
semibounded of rank k, a word generated from S might have more than 
k nontermlnals but all but k of these nonterminals must be left-linear. 
A left-linear symbol is guaranteed to generate a regular set and the family 
of nonterminal bounded languages of rank k is closed under substitution 
by regular sets (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966b). We shall see that a semi- 
bounded grammar of rank k also generates a nonterminal bounded language 
of rank k. 
Our strategy will be first to convert a nonterminal bounded grammar 
of rank k to a semibounded grammar G of rank k in standard 2-form and 
then to show that L(G) is in J/(L~.~). Finally, we shall argue that every 
language in ~(L~.~) can be generated by a nonterminal bounded grammar 
of rank k. This will establish that 
~2(L~.~) C ~(L~.~), 
and hence Lo~.k is m-erasable. 
The standard form theorem for context-free languages ays that every 
context-free grammar can be converted to an equivalent grammar in standard 
2-form. The next lemma shows that this conversion can be done in such a 
way that a nonterminal bounded grammar of rank k becomes a semibounded 
grammar of rank k. The technique used offers a quick proof of the original 
theorem and was first presented by Greibach (1967). 
LEMMA 2.1. Given a context-free grammar G, we can construct a context- 
free grammar G in standard 2-form such that L(G) -- L(G), and if G is non- 
terminal bounded of rank k, then G is semibounded of rank k. 
We use w [ to s tand for the length  of word  w. 
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Pro@ Let G = (V, Z, P, S). Without loss of generality we may assume 
that all rules of P are of the forms S ~ e or Z --~ y for y E (V --  {S}) + 
(Chomsky, 1959). 
Define the relations ~ and ~ as follows. I f  Z ~ y, then Z ~ y and if 
X ~ Zu, then X 2~ yu. Thus 2~ denotes a derivation in which only the 
leftmost symbol may be expanded and which must end if the leftmost 
symbol should become a terminal symbol. Let u ~ v if u ~ v and v E ZV*. 
From each Z E V -  Z, clearly 
Rz = {w ~ 2V*  I Z ~ w} 
is regular and hence, has a finite number of derivatives (Brzozowski, 1964). a
Let D be the set of all derivatives of all sets Rz • For each R in D, let e(R) 
be a new symbol. Let So be a new symbol. The vocabulary of the new 
grammar G is V u {So} w {(7(R) ] R E D} and the initial symbol is So. 
The initial productions of G are 
So -~ a if a eL(G) n (~ k) {e}) 
So--~ a~(a\Rs) if aEX  and aiR s ¢ {e}. 
In addition, for each R in D, G has all possible productions of these forms 
for aEZ.  
(1) o(R)-~a if aERor~ZERC~(V--Z),aER~, 
(2) cr(R)---~a~(alR ) if a\R=/={e}, 
(3) (7(R)---~ac~(a\Rz) if ZER n (V -- ~), a\Rz =/= {e}, 
(4) (~(R) ~ acr(ZiR) if Z E V -- Z, Z \R  ¢ {e}, a e Rz  , 
(5) e(R) -~ ac~(a\Rz) a(Z\R) if Z e V -- 2, a\Rz 4 = {e}, Z\R  =/= {e}. 
By induction on the length of a derivation, we can verify that if ¢(R) *~ 
wi~(Ri) ... w~(R~) w,~+~ , w i E 2J*, 1 ~< i ~< n + 1 and R i E D, 1 <~ i <~ n, 
and if Yi E Ri for 1 ~< i ~< n, then there is a y in R such that 
y ~ wly 1 ... wnynwn+ 1 • 
So if So ~ w for w EZ'*, either w is in L(G) n (Zt3 {e}), or w = au for 
a E £, u =/= e, So ~ ae(a\Rs) and e(a \Rs)~ u, in which case there is a 
wordy in aiR s such thaty *~ u and so S *~ ay *~ au = w. HenceL(G) C_L(G). 
On the other hand, we can divide a left-to-right derivation in G into steps 
separated by ~ and simulate each such step by one step of G. Hence 
L(G) C_ L(O). 
a For a language L and word w, the left derivative of L by w is w\L ~ (y ] wy eL} 
and the right derivative is L/w = {y ] yw eL}. 
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Observe that if R C Z*, then the only productions applicable to a(R) 
are of form (1) or form (2) with a\R C Z*, and so a(R) must be a left-linear 
nonterminal in G. Hence if So ~ wla(R1) "'" w~a(R~) w~+l, n /> h + 1 and 
k @ 1 of the ¢(Ri) are not left-linear, then there are Yi ~ Ri ,  1 ~< i ~< n 
such that at least h q-1 of the Yi contain nonterminals (i.e., are in 
V* (V -  Z)V*). But then S *-4> w 1 Yl "'" w~ y~w~+ 1 which contains at least 
k @ 1 nonterminals. Hence if G is nonterminal bounded of rank h, then 
C must be semibounded of rank k. | 
Our next step is to show that if G is a semibounded grammar of rank k, 
L(G) is in ~(Lo~.7~). The most useful tool in showing a language belongs 
to a particular semiAFL is the a-transducer. Basically, an a-transducer 
is a general finite state translator with accepting states that can be non- 
deterministic, can erase, and can give output without receiving new input. 
An a-transducer is e-output limited if there is an integer k such that it 
cannot erase more than h symbols in a row. We give the formal definitions 
below. 
DEFINITION 2.4. An a-transducer is a 6-tuple M =- (K, Z, A, H, qo, F), 
where K is a finite set of states, Z is a finite input vocabulary, A is a finite 
output vocabulary, qo ~ K is the initial state, F _C K is the set of final or 
accepting states, and H is a finite subset of K × Z* × A* × K, the set of 
transitions or rules. I f  (q, u, v, q') ~ H, then we write (q, uw, y) ~--M (q', w, yv) 
for all w in Z* and y in A* and let ~- i  be the transitive reflexive closure of 
~--M. For a word w we let M(w) = {y [ 3pEF, (qo , w, e) ~-u (P, e, y)} and 
M-l(w) = {y lw E M(y)}. For a language L we let M(L)= Uw~L M(w) 
and M-I(L) = {y] M(y) nL  ~ ~}. We call M(L) an a-transducer mapping 
of L and M-I(L) an inverse a-transducer mapping of L. 
When M is understood we omit the subscript M from ~--M and k~- M . 
DEFINITION 2.5. An a-transducer M = (K, Z, A, H, qo ,F) is 1-bounded 
if H_C K X (Z v3 {e}) X (A W {e}) × K. It is e-output free if 
HCK x Z* XA + x K 
and e-input free if H_C K × Z+ × A* X K. It  is e-output limited if there 
is h such that whenever (p, vJ, e)~-(q,  e, e) then ]w l~< h; it is e-input 
limited if there is a h such that whenever (p, e, e) ~- (q, e, y), then [ Y I ~< h. 
Part of the usefulness of a-transducers lies in the fact that full semiAFLs 
are closed under a-transducer mappings and inverse a-transducer mappings; 
semiAFLs containing {e}--and all the J/(L~.7~) contain {e}--are closed 
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under e-output limited a-transducer mappings and inverse e-input limited 
a-transducer mappings (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969, 1970). Furthermore, 
every member of d](L) can be expressed as M(L) for some a-transducer M
and every member of Jg(L) can be expressed as M(L) for some e-output 
limited a-transducer M (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969, 1970). There is no 
loss in generality in assuming that an a-transducer is 1-bounded; for every 
transducer M there is a 1-bounded a-transducer M' giving exactly the 
same outputs for the same inputs and e-output limited if M is e-output 
limited (Elgot and Mezei, 1965; Ginsburg and Greibach, 1970). 
LEMMA 2.2. For k 6~A#, let G be a context-free grammar in standard 
2-form which is semibounded of rank k. There is an e-output free a-transducer 
M such that L(G) = M(Lo~,~). 
Proof. Let G = (V, 2:, P, S). Assume that V is ordered in some way, 
say, V = {A 1 ,..., A~}. Define homomorphisms h 1 and h 2 by hl(Ai) =- abia 
and h2(Ai) = gbid for 1 ~< i ~< n. The a-transducer M has as states the 
members of V -  Z', plus all pairs (Y, Z) for Y, Ze  V -  X, Z @ S and Y 
a left-linear nonterminal, and a new state f. The start state is S and the 
final state set is {f, S} if e eL(G) and {f} otherwise. 
Our strategy will be to have M simulate a left-to-right derivation of G 
as it reads input from Lo,,7~. The application of rules to left-linear non- 
terminals can be directly simulated by M using the finite state control, 
while M uses the matched symbols of Loo,7 ~ to keep track of nonterminals 
which are not left-linear. A state Z in V --  2: is used to simulate rules applied 
to Z, while a state (Y, Z) for Y left-linear is used to simulate rules applied 
to Y while storing the fact that Z is the next nonterminal to be expanded. 
A rule of the form X -~ cY can be simulated by reading e (no new input), 
giving output c and changing state from X to Y or (if X is left-linear) from 
a state of the form (X, Z) to (Y, Z). To simulate a rule X --~ cYZ, M must 
be in state X; the simulation depends on whether Y is left-linear. I f  Y 
is left-linear, M can input e (no new input), output c, and change to state 
(Y, Z). But to simulate X---~ cYZ, where Y is not left-linear, M must 
read hi(Z), a positive (a's and b's) encoding of Z, then output c and change 
state to Y; then M must simulate a derivation from Y and when that is 
completed, M is forced by the matching input h~(Z), a negative (d's and b's) 
encoding of Z, to change state to Z and simulate a derivation from Z. Each 
change from a positive input (a or b) to negative (d or b) corresponds to 
the generation in G of another nonterminal which is not left-linear and so 
such alterations are bounded by the rank of G. 
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The details of the construction of the transition set H of M are as follows. 
If  X --~ c is in P, c ~ Z, H contains (X, e, c, f ) .  I f  X @ S, H also contains 
(X, h2(Y), c, Y)  for each Y in V --  Z --  {S}, while if X @ S and X is also 
left-linear, then H contains ((X, Y), e, c, Y) for each Y in V --  Z --  {S}. 
I f  X--~ cY is in P, c E Z, Y ~ V- -  Z, then H contains (X, e, c, Y). In 
addition, if X is left-linear, H contains ((X, Z), e, c, (Y, Z)) for each 
z ~ v - z - {s}.  
Finally, if X -+ cYZ is in P, c ~ Z, ]5, Z e V -- Z, and Y is left-linear, 
H contains (X, e, c, (Y, Z)), while if Y is not left-linear, H contains, instead, 
(X, hi(Z), c, Y). 
There is nothing really new about this construction. It is a variant of 
the ones found in (Chomsky, 1962), (Chomsky and Schiitzenberger, 1963), 
(Stanley, 1965), and elsewhere. We have introduced slight modifications to 
ensure that the rank h restriction translates into the appropriate subset of the 
Dyck set L~.o~. So we omit the proof that M(L~.~)C_ M(Lo~.~)CL(G)C 
_YI(L~,o,); we need only show that M(L~.~)C_M(Lo~,k). Obviously M is 
e-output free. 
The only time M changes from positive input to negative is when a transi- 
tion (X, hi(Z), c, Y)  is followed by some (possibly none) transitions with 
empty input and then a transition (U, h2(Z), d, Z). This means that X 
cYZ *~ cc~UZ -~ cadZ for some ~ with Y ~ ~U and Y is not left-linear. 
So if M changes from positive input to negative input r times, we have 
S ~ ~IX@~, X~ ~ c~Y~Zi, c~ e 2, 1 <~ i <~ r, Z~ --. ~+~X~+@~+l , l ~< i ~< 
r - -  1, and Yi is not left-linear for 1 ~< i ~< r. Thus we have 
S ~- O~lClVlZl~ 1 ~ O~lClYlO~gC2Y2Z232~ 1 ~ "'" 
and Y1 ,'-., Yr are not left-linear. Hence, if G is semibounded of rank k, 
then r ~ k. 
Therefore, M(L,o.~) C M(L,o,~) and L(G) = M(Lo~,7~) as claimed. 
Now we can quickly show that Lo~,~ is m-erasable. 
THEOREM 2.1. For h e~A r u {~o}, L~o.~ is m-erasable. 
Proof. The Chomsky-Schiitzenberger theorem (Chomsky and 
Schfitzenberger, 1963) says, in effect, that //f(Lo~.~) is the family of all 
context-free languages, while Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 show (as previously 
shown by Greibaeh (1965)), that Wl(L~o,o~) is the family of context-free 
languages; hence, L ..... is m-erasable. 
643/29/4-2 
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Let k ~ ~/'. The family ca  of languages generated by nonterminal bounded 
grammars of rank k is a full semiAFL (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966b), 
and Lo~,~ is clearly generated by the nonterminaI bounded grammar of rank k 
with start symbol X~ and production set 
P~ = {X~ -+ cX~g, X~ -~ cg [ c ~ {a, b}, 1 <~ r <~ k} 
w{X~X~X~I  t,s >~ 1,2 ~< t +s  <~r <k} 
Hence, d/](L~,k) C~Cfk. Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we see that 
~ C dZ(L~,~) C d](L~,~), and so ~(L~,~) ~ ~(L~,k) , as claimed. | 
3 
We now wish to handle the one-counter case. That is, we want to show 
that L I , , ,  the generator of the one-counter languages, is m-erasable; (note 
that LI,~C_{a , d}*). This implies that any one-counter acceptor can be 
transformed into an equivalent e-free one-counter acceptor. 
Instead of treating the whole construction at once, we shall first limit 
the number of a's erased, and then appeal to the symmetries of the situation. 
We start with a technical emma on canceling languages and regular sets. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A ={al , . . . ,a~} and A ~{dl,...,~-~} be matching 
vocabularies. I f  R C_ (.4 u A)* is regular, then J~ ~- {/x(w) I w E R} is regular. 
Proof. A canonical system is a triple C = (V, P, c~), where V is a finite 
vocabulary, ~ E V +, and P is a finite set of rules of the form u -+ v, u c V +, 
v ~ V*, which are applied only leftmost. That is, if u -+ v is in P and 
w ~ V*, then uw ~c  vw, and Nc  is the usual transitive reflexive extension 
of ~c  • The language generated by C, L(C), is the set of all words w such 
that e~ *=>c w and no rule is applicable to w; i.e., there is no w' with w =>c w'. 
Bfichi (1964) showed that L(C) is regular. 
Since R is regular, there is a context-free grammar G = (V, Z', P, S) 
such that R = L(G) and all rules of G are of the forms Z --+ c, Z -+ Yc, 
and S~e for e~,  Z~V- -Z ,  and Y~V- -Z - -{S} .  Let $ be a new 
symbol. Construct/~ as follows. I f  S --~ u is in P for any u, then S$ --~ uS 
is in P. I f  Z -+ uai is in P, 1 ~ i ~ n, u ~ (V --  2 )  w {e}, then ff contains 
Zd~ -+ u plus Zc --~ uaic for all c e A U {$} u (A - -  {ai}). I f  Z -~ udi is in P 
with 1 ~ i ~ n, u 6 (V --  Z) ~3 {e}, then P contains Z---~ ud~. 
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I f  C is the canonical system C-  (VU{$},P ,  S$), then L(C) = R$, 
so R$ is regular and hence,/? is regular. | 
Now we are ready for the longest and most complicated lemma. The 
idea is simple; if an a-transducer M reads input a~d ~ and erases the a's, 
the output could instead be generated fronl empty input. Unfortunately, 
the erased a's and matching d's may not be consecutive and so a more complex 
strategy is needed. This is based on the observation that for any a-transducer, 
the set V~.q of substrings erased in going from state p to state q is regular 
and hence, so is U~,q : a ~ (3 {/x(w)[ w E V~,q} and we can express U~,q 
as a finite union of sets like ar(a2V) +. Instead of erasing a r+sN, a new a-trans- 
ducer will erase a ~+N, remember that this has occurred and then, by counting 
rood N in its finite state control, will simulate on empty input the behavior 
of the old machine on d (*-l)w. In this way the erasing on a's can be limited 
and later, by a symmetry argument, the erasing on d's. The details are 
fairly messy. 
LEIVIMA 3.2. Let M be a 1-bounded a-transducer with input alphabet 
{a, ~}. There is an a-transducer M and an integer I such that 
(I) M(L~,=) = M(LI,~) ,
(2) ff (p, w, e) ~-u (q, e, e), then .  = ~a~ for some r ~ O, 0 <~ s ~ 1, 
and 
(3) if there is an integer l' such that (p, w, e) ~-M (q, e, e) always implies 
w = ~ra ~, s ~ O, 0 ~ r ~ l', then M is e-output limited. 
Proof. Let M ~ (I<2, {a, a}, A, H, qo, F). For each p, q ~ K, the set 
V~,q = {w ](p, w, e) ~-- (q, e, e)} is regular since the family of regular sets 
is closed under inverse a-transducer mapping (Elgot and Mezei, 1965) and 
hence, U~,q = a* (3 {/z(w) I w ~ g~.q} is regular by Lemma 3.1. Hence, there 
is an integer N >/ 1 and finite sets of integers ~I~,q and B~,a such that 
(Ginsburg and Spanier, 1966a) U~.q =- (.Jr~A~.q at(aN) + t.) {a r [ r ~ B~,q}. Let 
l = N 4- Max(U~,q~x (A~.q w B~,q)). 
A new transducer M is constructed to simulate the behavior of M on 
L1, ~ while using only the subset ofLl,o ~ on which M erases at most r 4- N a's. 
When r 4- (s 4- 1)N a's would be erased by M, ~r simulates on empty 
input the behavior of M on the extra sN a's and sN ds.  Since the sN a's 
are merely erased, M needs only to be able to simulate M on tN d's, for 
every t; this can be done using the finite-state control. 
The states of the new a-transducer _~r will be of the form (p, i, k) where 
p is a state of M, i e (e, 0, 1 .... , N --  1}, and k e (0, a}. The first coordinate, 
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or "state" coordinate, p, indicates which state of M is being simulated. 
I f  the second coordinate, or "count" coordinate, i is e, then Mr is engaged 
in a direct simulation; otherwise the input to ]~r is a "pinched" version 
of the input to M, with sN a's removed for some s ) 0 and M must restore t
"virtual" d's for t ~ i (mod N). 
When M erases a n+N for r in A~.q, the count coordinate remains i for 
i : f ie and changes to 0 for i = e. When M uses empty input while M uses d 
(the "virtual" d phase), the count coordinate i must not be e and must 
change to j ~ i -  1 (rood N). Otherwise the count coordinate does not 
change; it must be 0 or e for M to be in a final (output) state. The third 
coordinate, k, indicates "mode," erasing or nonerasing. I f  k = 0, M may 
erase a's; if h = a, it has just erased a nonzero number of a's and must 
not do it again until and unless there is nonempty output. 
Now we describe various simulation phases together with formal descrip- 
tion of the corresponding pieces of the transition set H of M. 
(1) Straight simulation phase. When M has nonempty output, M can 
directly imitate M. That is, if (p, u, v, q) is in H, for v =~ e, H contains 
((p, i, h), u, v, (q, i, 0)) for all i and k. The third coordinate of the state 
of M changes to 0 to indicate that the machine has given nonempty output 
since it last erased. 
(2) The simulation of M erasing a few a's. I f  r is in B~.~ and r =/= 0, 
then H contains ((p, i, 0), aL e, (q, i, a)) for all i. The third coordinate of 
the new state is a, which prevents any further erasures until case (1) 
reappears. 
(3) The simulation of M erasing arbitrarily many a's. I f  r E A~.q, then 
for each s ~> 1, M could go from state p to state q and erase some y with 
/~(y) = an(a~N). As far as membership in Ll.o, is concerned, the identity 
of y is unimportant; only ~(y) counts. Now ~r cannot erase a *+~N for s 
large. But it can erase a ~+~ and record in its finite state control that it is 
"really" simulating the behavior of M on a different input, with substring y
for ix(y) = a n+~N. Hence, H contains ((p, i, 0), a n+N, e, (q, j, a)) for all i, 
w i th j= i i f0  ~<i~<N- -  1 and j=0 i f i=e .  
(4) The simulation of M erasing a word that reduces to the empty word. 
I f  0 ~ B~,q, M could go from p to q erasing some y with /~(y) = e. But 
pinching out y altogether cannot affect membership in L1. ~ , and so to all 
intents and purposes we could have y = e. This is a "free" case, empty 
output for empty input. Hence, H contains ((p, i, k), e, e, (q, i, k)) for all i 
and k. 
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(5) The virtual ~ phase. When we replace erasing y with/~(y) = a ~+~x 
by erasing a r+~v, we are simulating M on an input with (s - -  1)N more a's. 
Such input would also have (s -  1)N more tg's, which M will not see. 
Instead M must on empty input simulate M on (s - -  1) virtual appearances 
of ~. Since s could be any integer greater than zero, machine M need only 
restore some multiple of N; all candidates for s are equally good. Thus if 
(p, ~, v, q) is in H, we add to ~r all ((p, i, k), e, v, (q,j, h')) where k ~{0, a}, 
i~{0,1 , . . . ,N - -  1}, j~ i - -  l (modN)  (i.e., if i /~  1, j= i - -  I and if 
i=0 ,  j=N- -  1), and k' =k i fv  =e and k' =0 i fv  4 :e .  
(6) Straight simulation of M on input d. The case (p, d, v, q) in H for 
v =/= e has already been completely handled in (1) and (5). Suppose (p, ~, e, q) 
is in H. I f  M has just erased a, then it has now erased ag, which cancels 
to the empty word. Notice that if M erases a substring y of a word in L1. ~ , 
either ~(y) is in a* (this case was treated above), or y can be factored as 
y =y lu l  ""yru~yr+zwwithlz(yi)  = e, 1 ~< i ~ r + 1, u~ ~ (~) +, 1 ~< i ~ r, 
and/~(w) ~ a*. In this case we handle Yi in (4), erase the u~'s, and use (2), 
(3), or (4) to erase w. But  when we recognize w, we must not erase ~ again. 
Hence, we allow H all transitions ((p, i, 0), ~, e, (q, i, 0)) but do not allow ~r  
to erase d in a state (p, i, a). 
The start state of 2~r is qo ~ (qo, e, 0) and the set of final states is F = 
{(p, i, k) ] p ~ F, i ~ {e, 0}, h ~{0, a)). 
First let us see that if w ~LI,oo and y ~ M(w),  then there is a w' in L1, ~ 
such that y ~ M(w') .  I f  in producing y from w, M either did not erase or 
only erased members of (g)+, then examining rule types (1) and (6) we 
see that M also gives output y for input w. I f  we can factor w as w = 
xlul ... x,.urxr+ 1 in such a way that the path of M through each ui erases 
only members of (~)*, the path through each xi erases all of xl and/z(xl) = e, 
then M gives the same output, y, for input w' = u 1 "" u~ and w' is in L~.~ ; 
the ui are read by transitions of types (1) and (6), while the x~ are skipped 
by transitions of type (4) of the form ((p, i, h), e, e, (q, i, k)). Otherwise, 
we can factor w as w = u~v~g~yl "" ul~vkg~kykU~+l, where M does no erasing 
on u i and for 2 ~ i ~ k, M gives nonempty output on u~, but M erases 
all of v~d~yi for each i,/~(v~) = e, r~ >/O, and/x(y~) E a*. We form integers 
ti and & and strings w i and z~ as follows. We set t o = 0 = s 1 and w~ = ulg r~. 
For i >/ 1, y~ is erased in going from some p to q and either/x(y~) = a% 
m ~ B,,q or tz(y~) = a *~+(~+l):v for m in A, .~.  In the first case let t~ = t~_~ 
and z~ = a ~ and in the second case let t~ = t~_~ + s and z~ = a m+W. For 
2 <~ i ~ k, z~ is formed by dropping & ,~'s from u~g *~ and w~+ 1 is formed 
by dropping s~+~ g's from u~+ t in such a way that & ~< t~_~ - -  (sl + ... + &_~) 
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and each si is as large as possible. Let w' = wlzl "'" WeZkWk+I • By using 
rule types (1), (5), and (6) on the wi and types (2)-(4) on the zi and type 
(4) to skip over the v~, we see that 2~r will give output y for input w'. Thus 
we can show that M(LI,~,) C M(LI,~). 
We can reverse the argument to show that i fy  is in 2~r(w) for w inL1, ~ there 
is a string w' in Ll,o~ such that y is in M(w'), We notice that M diverges from M 
only in rule types (2)-(5). In  case (2) we have a rule ((p, i, 0), a n, e, (q, i, a)) 
for r in B~.q so there is a string x such that/x(x) = a ~ and (p, x, e) ~-M (q, e, e); 
in forming w' from w we replace a ~ by x, which does not affect the output 
or membership in Ll,,o. Similarly, in case (4) we have ((p, i, k), e, e, (q, i, k)) 
in H and there is a string x such that (p, x, e) ~-M (q, e, e) and /z(x) = e; 
we simply insert x into w at this point. Now case (5) can only occur after 
case (3); the counting mechanism ensures that the number of occurrences 
of case (5) will be sN for some s >~ 0. At the first occurrence of the case (3), 
say, ((p, e, 0), a r+N, e, (q, 0, a)), there is a string x, with (p, xs, e) ~-M (q, e, e) 
and/,(x,) = a ~+~+~, so replace a ~+:v by x~ and treat subsequent occurrences 
of (3) just like (2) and at each occurrence of (4) insert g into w. Hence, 
following the path of M through w we can construct a word w' in Lz.~ with y 
in M(w'). Thus M(L~,~) C M(LI.~) and so M(LI.~) -~ M(Z~,~o). 
When ~r erases a string in a + it does so by a rule of type (2) or (3) and 
enters a state with third coordinate a. It  remains in such a state until and 
unless it uses a rule of type (1) or (5) and gives nonempty output; otherwise 
it is restricted to rules of types (4) and (5) which have empty input. Hence, 
2~r can only erase substrings of the form g~a ~ with r ~< I. I f  M can only 
erase substrings of the form gSa~" with s ~ l', then M cannot erase more 
than l' d's in a row. Hence, 2~ cannot erase more than l-}-1' symbols in 
a row and is e-output limited. | 
Now we can use Lemma 3.2 twice, plus an elementary argument about 
reading a-transducers backward, in order to complete discussion of the 
one-counter case. Let us give a definition which we shall need in Theorems 3.1 
and 4.1. 
DEFINITION 3. l. Let M = (K, Z, A, H, qo, F) be an a-transducer and 
let qo be a new state. Let 
HR = {(p, uR, vR, q) I (q, u, v, p) el l} u {(qo , e, e, p) I P eF}.~ 
The reverse of M is the a-transducer M R = (K t3 {qo}, •, .4, HR,  qo, {qo}). 
It should be clear that M R is e-output limited or 1-bounded if M is, 
a If a is a symbol, a R = a; we define e R = e and for words x and y, (xy) R = yRxR. 
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and that for any language L, (M(L))  R ~- 21/IR(L R) and 2kI(L R) = (~V/R(L))R. 5 
From this it is evident that L is m-erasable if and only if L ~ is m-erasable. 
We shall use the fact that the reversal ofLa, ~ "looks like" L~,o~ if one switches 
positives and negatives. 
THEOREM 3.1. The language L1, ~ is m-erasable. 
Proof. I f  h is the homomorphism h(a) = ~ and h(g) ~- a, then L1, ~ = 
(h(L, ,~))~ = h(L f ,~) .  
Now we use Lemma 3.2 twice and a succession of transducers and reverse 
transducers to show ~/¢](LI,~) C dd'(Ll.o~ ).
I f  L is in J~(LI,~) , by Lemma 3.2 there is a 1-bounded a-transducer M
and an integer t such that L = M(LI,o~ ) and if M erases a substring w, then 
w = g~a s for 0 ~< s ~< t. Clearly, there is a 1-bounded a-transducer N
such that N(w)  ~ MR(h(w)) for all w (simply interchange a and g) and if N 
erases a substring y, then y = gSa~" for 0 ~ s ~< t. Hence, by Lemma 3.2 
there is an e-output limited a-transducer N such that -N(LI,~) --~ N(LI,o~) 
Then Nn is also e-output l imited and there is an e-output limited a-transducer 
M such that 
~(Ll ,o~) = ~%(h(L~,~)) = (~V( (h(L~,~) )~) )  ~ = (~(L~,o3)  ~ = (N( r~,o3)"  
= t M tLa ~R = M(LI,~). = (Mdh(L~,~) ) )  R ~ ~t ~,o~. 
Hence, L = M(LI ,~) is in J/Z(LI.~). Thus L1, ~ is m-erasable, as claimed. | 
Our objective in this section is to handle the remaining cases, Ln,~ for 
n c Jg' ,  n ~> 2, and k ~JV" u {oJ}, by using variants of the previous temmas 
and some simple arguments about operators. To do so, it turns out to be 
convenient to change vocabularies, and build on the case n = 1. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let n 6 JU, k 6 dU U {~o}, T~.+ = {a 1 .... , an} , T~,_ = 
{all ,-.., an}, T~ ~ T~,+ tA T~_ ,  and H n = al* "" a~*. Let/2,n.~ = T~* and 
for h~JV',  let K..~ =tT*  T* ~ Let f , . ,7~{~-R~,~l /z (w)  =e;  
whenever w ~ xy, tz(x) ~ H,~}. 
We wish to argue that since d///(L~.~)~ J / ( /~,~),  it suffices to show 
/~.7~ to be m-erasable, Unfortunately, though it should be intuitively 
5 For a language L ,L  R = {w R [ w ~L}. 
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reasonable that Ln.~ and/f,~,~¢ are finite state translations of each other and 
essentially equivalent languages, the formal proof is quite unpleasant. 
LEMMA 4.1. For neW,  k eW k) {~o}, ~t'(/~,~) = ~(Ln,~) .  
Proof. First we show that L~,~ E d/[(/~.~) and hence, ~//[(L~,~) C_ J4'([,,,~). 
The construction is obvious although its justification requires ome argument. 
Let h be the homomorphism from T~* to {a, ~, b,/~}* given by h(ai) = a 
and h(gi) ~- d for i odd and h(ai) ~ b and h(gi) ~ b for i even. Since h 
maps positives (ai) into positives (a, b) and negatives (at) into matching 
negatives (h(a~) = a if and only if h(gi) = d), it is clear that h([,~,~) CL~,~. 
We now show that for w cL~,~, there is a w' in/~,,e with h(w') = w 
and hence, L~,~_C h(/~.~) and so L~.k = h(/Z~.~). I f  w = q . . -%,  each 
c~{a,  b, d,/~}, we construct w '= q . . . .  %'  with ci ~ h(c~') as follows. 
I f c  1 = a, q '  ~-a  1 ; i f c i=b,c  1' = ae . Let  2 ~< i ~ m. I f  /,(c 1...ci_1) =e ,  
let c{ = a 1 if ci = a and ci' = a~ if ci = b. I f /~(q ... ci-1) e (a+b+) ~, let c{ be 
a2r+l, a2r or a2~ if ci is a, b, or/~, respectively. I f #(c 1 ... c,-_l) e (a+b+) r a+, 
let c{ be a~r+e, aer+~ or aer+~ if ci is b, a, or g, respectively. Obviously 
w ~- h(w') and w' is in/2n,~. By induction on i, we can see from the con- 
struction that /z(q ... cl) -----h(/~(Cl . . . .  c{)) and /x(c~ ..-ci) is in (a+b+) ~ or 
• ' ' "- + respec- (a+b+) r a + if and only i f /z(q'  - c i ) is in a~ +...  a +, or a~ + aer+l ,
tively. Hence, w' is in £~.~ and w = h(w'), as claimed. 
The proof that/2.,~ is in Jd(L~.~) is more complex. The relationships 
between H~ and H~ and R~ and R~.~ are clear. Difficulties arise principally 
because in/:~,~ "higher" symbols can cancel out and be followed by "lower" 
ones, e.g., constructions like a~aaaaaaaaa2, and so the obvious encoding 
cannot be used and we employ a more complex system• 
Let $ be new. We shall construct an e-input free a-transducer M such 
that $/],n,~$ = M-I($Ln,~$) = {Y IM(Y)  C5 ~Ln,~$ =/= 2~}, from which it 
follows that E~,~ is in JN(L~,~). 
The machine M encodes Tn,+ into {a, b}, outputs the encoding, and 
stores its encoding in its finite state control, along with information as to 
whether the last symbol read was positive or negative. At a particular stage 
in the computation the encoding may only be partial as M only encodes 
symbols it actually encounters, i.e., those appearing in/x(x) if x is the input 
string to date. I f  a~ is encoded as, say, a, then ~ is understood to be encoded 
as K. The encoding may change as the computation proceeds and/z (input) 
changes. 
The symbol a I is always encoded as a; if a word starts with a~ for k =# I, 
then ae is encoded as b. When reading positives the action is obvious. I f  
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ai is read and has already been encoded, no changes occur and M simply 
outputs the current encoding of ai .  I f  ai is not currently encoded and the 
last symbol encoded (which must be a s for j  < i) was encoded as a (resp. b), 
then ai is encoded as b (resp. a), the symbol b (resp. a) is outputted, and 
the state is updated to record the encoding of al • Now if ~i occurs, ai must 
be encoded and the negative of that encoding is the output; if any aj with 
j > i is currently encoded, that encoding is canceled (because all such 
aj must be canceled by now) and the state updated to reflect this fact. 
When M switches from negatives to positives, difficulties arise. I f  a i 
occurs and is encoded already, the coding for a t with j ~ i is kept and the 
rest discarded. But if as occurs when M has just read negatives and the 
last encoded symbol is a t , j < i, M must know whether the input string 
to date, x, contains any uncanceled occurrences of a~.. For example, if a t 
is encoded as a and/x(x) does not contain aj,  (e.g., x ~ aflj), the encoding 
of a s should be canceled and at set to a; if there are a~-'s in /~(x) (e.g., 
x = aja~+flj+l), a t remains a and ai becomes b. Now M, as a finite state 
machine, can not really "know" whether/z(x) contains a t if x is the input 
string to date. It can only "guess" and test out its guess. It does so by putting 
out either dab, if it guesses that/,(x) contains a3-, or bba, (no aj's in/~(x)), 
and updating the state accordingly. At most one guess can work, i.e., lead 
to output in Ln, ~ . Since M is just about to switch from negative to positive 
anyway, either guess will yield as many alterations from positive to negative 
in the output as in the input. However, if/~(x) = e, both dab and 6ha would 
be wrong, i.e., would give output that could never be in Ln,t~ • This problem 
is avoided by outputting an extra a at the start and an extra g at the end, 
always making sure that the output cancels to some word az, and using 
the convention that for input xa~y with /~(x) = e, a~ is encoded as b for 
i>  1 and a for i = 1. 
Now let us give the details of the construction of M. An acceptable ncoding 
of T~.+ is a function f from {1 .... , n} to {e, a, b} such that 
(1) f(1) e {e, a}; 
(2) f ( i )  ~- a implies either i = l or there is a j  < i w i th f ( j )  :# e; and 
(3) whenever f ( i )  =f ( j )  =/= e and 1 ~< i < j  ~< n, there is a t such 
that i < t < j and f ( i )  =/= f ( t )  ¢ e. 
We let A be the set of all acceptable ncodings. Let fo stand for the null 
encoding i.e.,fo(i ) = e for all i. For f in  A -- {fo}, let T(f) = Max{ i l f ( i  ) =/= e} 
and let T(fo) = O. In the construction, the state of M will be ( f ,  +)  or 
(f ,  - - )  where the first coordinate f is in A and is the current acceptable 
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encoding of T~,+ and the second indicates whether M is reading positives 
or negatives; thus, ay(~) is the last symbol currently encoded and its encoding 
i s f (T ( f ) ) .  We need two further pieces of notation. Let a ~ -]b and b = --]a. 
For c ~ (a, b, e}, and 1 ~ j ~ n and f in A, let So(f, j) be that function g 
such that g(i) == f ( i )  for i v~ j and g(j) ~ c. Thus So(f, T( f ) )  cancels the 
encoding of the last symbol encoded, aT(I) , and leaves the rest o f f  unchanged; 
notice that i f f (T ( f ) )  -~ a and j > T(f) ,  then Sb(f, j)  encodes j as b and 
leaves the rest o f f  unchanged. 
The start state of M is (f0, +)  and the only final state is (fo, --). We 
now give the pieces of the transition state H. 
(1) Start Rules 
These rules encode the first symbol encountered. The set H contains 
((fo, +), $al , Saa, (Sa(fo , l), q-)) and also each transition 
((fo, +), Sai, Sab, (Sb(fo, l), +)) for 2 ~ i ~ n. 
(2) Finish Rules 
I f  aT(i) iS the only symbol encoded and M is in the negative mode 
(state(f, --)), M might accept if it can cancel the extra initial a. Thus for each 
f in A -- f0 such that So(f, T ( f ) )  -~ fo,  H contains ((f, --), $, aS, (f0, --)). 
To put $$ in M-I($Ln.~$), H also contains ((f0, +), $$, $$, (f0, --))- 
(3) Positive Phase Rules 
These rules encode the a i as explained above. There are no rules in M 
for state (f, +)  and input i with i < T ( f )  since that cannot occur for input 
in/~n,~ ; it would imply that if the input string to date is x, then/~(x) 
zaT(s)ai, which is not in H n . Thus, for f in A -- (f0} and 1 ~ i ~ n, H 
contains ((f, +), as , f( i ) ,  (f, +)) if i  =: T( f )  and ((fi +), al, c, (S,(f,  i), +)) 
if i > T ( f )  and c : "- l f(T(f)) .  
(4) Negative Phase Rules 
I f  M is in state (f, --) and encounters ~,., either a~ is the last or the next- 
to-last symbol encoded; in the first case (i ~ T(f) ) ,  M simply outputs 
the encoding of d i while in the second case (i ---- T(S,(f ,  T(f)))), it also 
cancels the encoding of aT(f). Other input symbols di are not allowed at 
this point since that would lead to input not in/~n,~ •For example, if T( f )  -~ 5, 
T(S,(f ,  T( f ) ) )  ~- 3 and the input to date is x,/~(x) ends either in a a or as, 
so a3 or a5 are the only legitimate possibilities. Hence, for f E A -  {fo} 
and 1 ~ i~n,  H contains ((f, --), ai ,f(i), (f, --)) if i~-  T ( f )  and 
((f, --), ,T, ,f(i), (So(f, T(f)) ,  --)) if i -~ T(Se( f, T(f))).  
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(5) Transfer from Positive to Negative Phase 
Now we must have an uncanceled occurrence of ate1) last, so input dj 
is invalid for j =/= T(f).  Thus, for f in A --  {f0} and i = T(f),  H contains 
((f, @), d~. ,f(i), (f, --)). 
(6) Transfer from Negative to Positive Phase When Not at the Bottom 
Let f~A- -{ f0}  with g = So(f, r ( f ) )  ¢f0 ;  i.e., at least two a~ are 
encoded. Let c =f (T ( f ) )  and d =g(T(g))~ e; clearly, c @ d. Now M 
must worry whether at(f) is canceled in the input string to date. The case 
T( f )  < i <~ n is the problem case in which M guesses whether aT(l) is 
uncanceled. For i = T( f )  it is unimportant, while for T(g) <~ i <~ T(f),  
M must verify that ar(~/ is in fact canceled. Input a i with i < T(g) is not 
allowed since there are uncanceled occurrences of at(g) • Thus, for i = T(f), 
H contains ((f, --), a~,f(i), (f, +)). For i=  T(g), H contains ((f, --),a~, ddd, 
(g, +)).  For T(g) < i < T(f),  H contains ((f, --), as, ddc, (So(g , i), @)). 
For T( f )  < i ~ n, H contains both ((f, --), a~, gcd, (Sa( f, i), +))  and 
((f, - ) ,  a,, aae, (X~(g, ~), +)). 
(7) Transfer from Negative to Positive Phase at the Bottom 
This is the trickiest case. Machine M is in state (f, --)  and reads ai,  
and only at(i) has been encoded. That is, f~A- -{ f0 )  is such that 
So( f , T ( f ) )=f  o, so f ( j )=  e for j @ T(f) .  Let x be the input string 
and y the output string to date. First, suppose that T( f )  4 = 1 and so 
f (T ( f ) )  -~ b; then a 1 was not the first symbol encoded. I f  i < T(f),  we 
must have/~(x) == e or else xai cannot start any word in/~,,,~. Since only 
aT(S) is encoded, /~(x) ~ a*(j) and /x(y) ~ ab*. Thus/~(x) --  e if and only if 
/~(y) = a. Hence, output a-a tests whether t~(x)= e. So for i = 1, H 
contains ((f, --), al , dad, (S~(fo, 1), +))  and for 2 <~ i < T(f),  H contains 
((f, --), ai, dab, (Sb(fo, i), +)).  For 1 < i ~ T(f),  no test is needed and 
H contains ((f, --), aT(i), b, (f, @)). For i > T(f),  either /z(x) ~ e and 
/~(y) - a and now a s is the first symbol encoded or/x(x) @ e and/~(y) eab + 
and a~ is the second symbol encoded. It is this subcase that necessitated 
the extra a at the start. If/~(x) = e, then da is a test string, while if/x(x) @ e, 
6b is the test string. Thus for 2 ~< T( f )< i <~ n, H contains both 
((f, --), as, dab, (Sb(f0 , i), +) )  and ((f, --), a~, ~ba, (S~(f, i), +)). Finally', 
if T(f) = 1, no test  is possible, so H contains ((f, --), al, a, (f, +))  and 
((f, --), as, b, (Nb(f, i), +))  for 2 ~ i ~ n. 
We outline the proof that 8/,n.k$ = M-I($L~.7~$) since the detailed 
justification would be tedious and unenlightening. First, to show that for w 
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in /~n.~, M($w$)6~ SLn.~$ @ ~,  one establishes the following statement 
by induction on l x I for x @ e. 
(i) I f  x ~ Init(/S~d~) , tz(x) = a~l ... a~- and x ~ Tn*{ar, at), there are 
f~  -//, d ~ (+,  - - )  and ay ~ Init(Ln.k) such that 
(1) ((fo, +),  Sx, e) ~-- ((f, d), e, Say); 
(2) I~(ay) = af(1) ~1 ""f(n)~";  
(3) f(1) = a i fm~ ~ 1; 
(4) f ( r )  ~ e; 
(5) for j~{1,  r), f ( j )  ~ e if and only if m~ >/ 1; and 
(6) if x ~ T~*a~, d = + and if x ~ T~*~,~, d = -- .  
To show that if M($w$)c~ SLm~ $ ~ ~ then w ~/~n.k, one establishes 
the following by induction on Ix l, for x @ e. 
(ii) If ((fo, +), Sx, e) ~ ((f, d), e, Say), y ~ Init(L,.e) and x ~ T~*{a~, d~}, 
then there are m 1 ,..., rn~ such that 
(1) tz(ay) = af(1) '~* ""f(n)m,; 
(2) t~(x) = a~l . . . .  a~-, and x is in Init(E,,~); 
0) f(1) =aifm~ ~> 1; 
(4) f ( r )  ~ e 
(5) for j 6 {1, r), f ( j )  ~ e if and only if m~-/> 1, and 
(6) if d = +,  x~ T~*ar, and if d = -- ,  x~ T~*g~. | 
To complete the argument for k ~ JV', we wish now to establish a variant 
of Lemma 3.2 that will allow us to limit the number of a~'s erased by an 
a-transducer acting on /S,~,~. The construction resembles the proof of 
Lemma 3.2. First we introduce some special notation. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let n, h ~JV" and let M be an a-transducer acting 
on input alphabet T~. For 1 ~ i ~.< n, we say that M satisfies condition 
(i, +)  if there is an integer t such that (p, a, *, e) ~-~t (q, e, e) implies r ~< t. 
I t  satisfies condition (i, --) if there is an integer t such that (p, ~f, e) ~-M 
(q, e, e) implies r ~ t. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let n, k ~,/U and let M be an a-transducer with input alphabet 
T n . Let 1 ~ m ~ n. There is an a-transducer M such that 
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(1) M(L.,,3 = M(L..,c), 
(2) M satisfies condition (m, +), 
(3) for 1 ~ j  ~ n, de{+,  --}, if M satisfies condition (j, d), so does IVI. 
Proof. Let M = (K, T~, A, H, qo,F). We can assume without loss 
of generality that M is 1-bounded and that for all p, q ~ K, w 6 T~*, 
( p, zo, e) ~*M (q, e, y) implies w ~/~,,~. 
The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Lemma 3.2, but now 
we only pinch out strings in am + erased by M rather than strings y with 
/x(y) Earn*; this provides a little simplification. This time, for p, q~K,  
a r e) ~-M (q, e, e)}. As before, each Up ~ is regular we let U~.q ={ m l ( P, ara r, 
and there is an integer N and for each pair (p,  q) finite sets of integers 
d~.q and B~.q such that 
U w {am I," 
~Ap,q 
The states of M are of the form (p,  i, t) for p ~ K, i e {e, 0, 1,..., N - -  1} 
and t ~ {0, a}. The initial state is qo = (qo, e, 0) and the set of final states 
is/7 = {( p, i, t) [ p ~ K, i e {e, 0}, t E {0, a}}. The coordinates in ( p, i, t) have 
the same meaning as before. A state (p,  i, t) indicates that M is simulating 
state p of M. I f  t = 0, M may erase am, while t = a indicates that M has 
just erased a block of a~'s and may not do so again until it either has given 
nonempty output or has read nonempty input other than a m or has simulated 
M reading input &~. I f  i = e, there are no pinched-out am's to worry about; 
if i =/= e, M has pinched out sN am s, s >~ 0, and must supply i + s 'N more 
virtual a-m'S for some s' >/O. 
Notice that while in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we needed i ~ {e, 0} only 
at the end of the input string, in this case if j < m, the effect of any a~'s 
pinched out in x cannot extend over aj or g5 in xa~y or xgjy, so before M 
reads a~ or g j ,  it must have i = 0 or i = e. This holds because if xa~y 
or xdjy is in/7~.~, then/~(x) c al*a.,* "" aft. 
The transition set H is constructed in pieces as follows. 
( l) Straight Simulation Phase 
I f  M has a transition (p,  u, v, q) for v =/= e or u in T .  - -  {am}, then 
can do a straight simulation of M and afterward is free to erase when 
necessary. There are two cases. I f  u ~ T~ - -  T~_ 1 - -  {am} and v is arbitrary 
or if u ~ {a~, e} and v 7~ e, then E r contains ((p, i, t), u, v, (q, i, 0)) for all 
i and t. I f  u ~ Tin-1 (i.e., u = aj or u = dj for j < m), and v is arbitrary, 
then H contains ((p, i, t), u, v, (q, e, 0)) for all t, but only for i ~ {0, e}. 
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(2) The Simulation of M Erasing a Few am's 
I f  r ~B~,~, r ~ O, H contains ((p, i, 0), am *, e, (q, i, a)) for all i. 
(3) The Simulation of M Erasing Arbitrarily Many am's 
I f  r ~ A~,q, I7 contains ((p, i, 0), ~+~v a m , e, (q, j, a)) for all i, where j = 0 
if i = e and j  = i i f  i va e. 
(4) The Simulation of M Erasing the Empty Word 
I f  0 ~ B~,q, H contains ((p, i, t), e, e, (q, i, t)) for all i and t. 
(5) The Virtual dm Phase 
I f  (p ,d~,v ,q )  is in H, then H contains (( p, i, t), e, v, (q, j, 0)) for 
t E {0, a}, i v a e, and j ~- i --  1 (mod N). 
The proof that M(L~,~) ~ M(L,,,~) follows the lines of the similar proof 
in Lemma 3.2 so we omit the details. When we go from a word w in/7,~.e 
for which M gives output y to a word w' for which M gives the same output y, 
we only remove matching occurrences of am and am and whenever we drop 
am and d~ in xamy~,z, t~(y) is in am* and y is in (T.  --  Tin-l)*; hence, 
w' is in £n,k- Contrariwise, i f y  is in _~r(w') for w' in/~,,~ and we construct 
w in/~,~,~ with y in M(w), then our assumption on M assures us that w is 
in -R~,k, so w is in En,~. 
We did not alter the behavior of 3 /on  input in T~ --  {a,~, am}, so if 
M satisfies condition (j, d), j v~ m, d ~ {4-, --}, so does M. We may have 
eliminated transitions erasing dm (in favor of transitions giving empty output 
for empty input) but none were added, so if M satisfies condition (m, --), 
so does M. 
Let t 1 = Max{r I SP, q, r ~ A~,q k9 B,,q} and let t = (t I -~- N)h .  I f  M 
erases a nonempty block of am's, say, am r, it does so by a transition of type 
(2) or (3), with r ~< tz 4- N and M enters a state of the form (p, i, a). Next 
it can read an input symbol other than am or it can give nonempty output; 
in these cases it enters a state of the form (p, i, 0). Or M can use empty 
input and remain in a state of the form (p, i, a). In the worst case, ~r could use 
a type (5) rule with empty input and empty output, say, (( p, i, a), e, e, (q, j 0)) 
and be free to erase a~'s. But in this case M had a transition (p, dm, e, q) 
and so could read input a~dm.  Since M can only read substrings in R~,e, 
2~ can, while shuttling among rule types (2)-(5), use rule types (2) and 
(3) at most k times before a type (1) transition occurs. Hence, in the worst 
case 2~r can erase at most t = (t 1 4- N)k occurrences of am in a row. So 
_~r satisfies condition (m, 4-), as claimed. | 
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We shall now use Lemma 4.2 2n times in order to show Ln,~ m-erasable 
for k finite. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let n, k cJU. Then L,~,~ is m-erasable. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, it suffices to prove[,~,~ to be m-erasable. We use 
Lemma 4.2 in the same way that the proof of Theorem 3.1 used Lemma 3.2. 
I f  L is in J/](L~,~), then n applications of Lemma 4.2 yield an a-transducer 
M such that L = M(L~,k) and M satisfies condition (j, @) for all j, 
1 ~ j ~ n. Let h be the homomorphism given by h(a~) = d~ and h(ff~) = a~ 
for 1 ~< i ~< n. Again, [,~,~ = (h(£n,k)) R = h(L~,~). We can clearly construct 
from M an a-transducer N such that N(w) = M~(h(w)) for all words w 
and N satisfies condition (j, --) for all j, 1 <~ j <~ n. Another n applications 
of Lemma 4.2 yields an a-transducer _N such that N(/2,~,~) = N(L~,~) and 
N satisfies condition (j, +) and condition (j, --)  for all j, 1 ~< j ~< n. 
Furthermore, we can assume that (p, w, e) ~-~ (q, e, y) always implies that 
w is in the regular set S~,~ = (al* -.- a~*g~* -" gl*) ~ since a word not in 
S~,~ cannot be a substring of a member of E~,~ and this restriction can be 
built into the finite state control of N without destroying its other properties. 
We claim that such an a-transducer must be e-output limited. If_N satisfies 
condition (j, k) with bound r(j, d) for each j, 1 ~< j ~< n and each d E {+,  --}, 
then since IV must read a substring to erase it, the lorigest erased substring 
must be in Sn,7~ and hence, can be no longer than 
t = k r ( j ,  +)  + r ( j ,  - . 
So ~V cannot erase more than t symbols in a row and e is output limited. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can construct an e-output limited 
a-transducer 2~r such that -~(/~nd,) = NR(h(Ln,~)) and a parallel string of 
equalities shows that £ = M(E~,I, ) --M(L~,~) and so L is in Jg'(L~,k) 
Thus [,~,~, and hence L~,~, is m-erasable as claimed. | 
Finally, to show that L .... is m-erasable we use Theorem 3.I and some 
facts about substitutions. 
DEFINITION 4.3. For each a in a finite alphabet V, let -r(a) be a language. 
Let z(e) = {e}. Extend r to V* by ,r(xy) = ~-(x) ~-(y) for x, y in V*. For 
L _C V*, let •(L) = U~L ~(w). We call ~- a substitution; it is an e-free sub- 
stitution if e ~ z(a) for all a a V. I f  c¢ is a family of languages uch that 
z(a) ~ ~ for all a a V, then r is called a ~-substitution. 
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DEFINITION 4.4. For families of languages ~ and ~L~, let ~ -~ 
{r(L) I L ~ ~,  ~- is an e-free ~-c¢~-substitution}. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let n E dV. Then L~,~ is m-erasable. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, it suffices to show that/~n,~ is m-erasable. The 
case n = 1 is covered by Theorem 3.1. Let n ~ 2 and let/~,,~ ~ Ln, ~ 
{an, an}*. Clearly,/~n is an alphabetic variant o f /~ ,  and hence,/~n is m- 
erasable. 
For languages A C VI* and B C V2*, let 
cr(A,B) ={cxy  l ' ' ' cmy m [ c 1" ' ' c  m ~ A,  c i ~ Vl , yi ~ B, 1 ~ i ~ m} 
u {e fe~A}.  
Now results of Ginsburg and Greibach (1970) and Greibach, Ginsburg, 
and Goldstine (1973) show that if V 1 c~ V 2 = ~ and c is a new symbol, then 
~(~(A ,  (cB)*)) = d/ (A)  ~r.//](B) and Jg(~(A, (cB)*)) = J / (A )  ~J / (B) .  Thus 
if A and B are m-erasable, so is e(A, (cB)*) since then J/f(e(A, (cB)*)) = 
J~(A)  (x~/(B) -~ d/Z(A) u~(B)  = JZ(~(A, (cB)*)) (but note that results of 
Greibach (1972) can be extended to show that e(A, B) may not be m-erasable 
even if A and B are). Hence, if we can show that 
J¢/(/5,n.~). ~ ~(~(/5~_~.~, (c/7,~)*)) for all n >~ 2, 
it follows at once by induction on n that/'n.o, is m-erasable for all n >/ 1. 
Clearly, any word in /~n.~ either starts with ai,  i ~ n, and so is in 
cr(/2~_1.o,,/2,,) or starts with a~ and is of the form uv, e ~ u~Ln,  
v ff g(L~,_I. ~ ,/2n). Thus if a-transducer Mn translates input aludlv into uv 
for u in {an, ~}*,  clearly 
£~.,o = M~(~(L~_~.~, Ln)) ~ ~g(Ln_~.~) ~.g(L , )  = :g(~(E,_~.=, (cL~)*)). 
On the other hand, if a-transducer 2~ n nondeterministically either acts 
Tn_ 1 or translates ubstrings alugl as the identity on input substrings in + 
into cu for u in {a n , an}* and requires input to start with some a i , i 5a n 
(for example, Mn has transition set 
{(q~, aa, c, qz), (qz, an, a , ,  q.~), (qz, an, an, qe), (qz, g~, e, q~)} 
W {(qo, ai,  ai ,  q~), (q~, a i ,a i ,  q~), (qx, ai ,  ai ,  q~) I 1 ~ i ~ n --  1}, 
with initial state qo and with final states qo and qa), then c~(En_~,,o, (c[,~)*) = 
Mn(£. ~)~(L .  ~). Hence, ~(L .~) - - - -~(~(  ._~ ~, (e£.)*)) as desired 
(note that we have ~'(~(L~_x,~ ,Ln)) ~ Jg(~r(Ln_~.o., (cLn)*)), even though 
~'(L . )  ~ Jg((cL.~)*) (Boasson, 1971). | 
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Recapitulating Theorems 2.1, 3.1, 4.1 and 4.2, we have 
THEOREM 5.1. For n, k s JV  W {o,}, L~.I~ is m-erasable. 
There are other context-free languages which can be shown to be m- 
erasable using these and similar techniques. The fact that the L~.1~ are 
m-erasable has also been shown for n, k cJg" by Goldstine (1973) using 
general principles regarding the erasability of bounded languages. 6 Although 
it is undecidable whether a given context-free language is erasable or 
m-erasable (Greibach, 1972), it seems reasonable to seek general results 
which will declare whole classes of languages to be erasable or not erasable 
along the lines of Goldstine's results for the bounded ease. 
There are restrictions on pushdown store acceptors such that the resulting 
family is strictly more powerful than the quasirealtime subfamily. However, 
in each case known to date there is an alternative machine definition of the 
family of languages for which the quasirealtime subfamily suffices. In other 
words, for each context-free language L known not to be m-erasable, there 
is another m-erasable context-free language L1 generating the same full 
semiAFL, Jd~(L) ~ ~#(L1) = rid(L1); an analogous remark holds for context- 
free languages known not to be erasable. Is there any context-free language 
L such that L is not m-erasable, J4~(L) ~ S¢(L) and no language generating 
the same full semiAFL is m-erasable, i.e., -~(L1)=/: JW(L1) whenever 
-~(L) = Jd(L1)? Ullian (1971) has demonstrated the existence of a non- 
context-free language L with this property. We conjecture that no such 
context-free language xists, but that the generator of the one-way stack 
languages does have this property. 
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